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United in
SWAPO!
Arch rival
artists – Gazza
and the Dogg.
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Yanukovych
sworn in as
Ukraine’s president
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SWAPO cruises to victory
Opposition’s ‘coalition project’ shuttered
By Asser Ntinda
Eight opposition parties which came together and formed a loose coalition a few weeks ago to
deprive SWAPO Party of a victory in the Okahandja by-election have dismally failed to
achieve their objective.
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must come clean and accept the
President Hifikepunye Pohamba with Cde Steve Biko Booys, who was elected councilor for Okahandja
Constituency on Wednesday. Photo by Levi Upula.

IUM Vice Chancellor, Dr. David Namwandi. Photo by Levi Upula.
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IUM grows
by leaps and
bounds

Succession
‘debate’premature,
says SPYL
By Asser Ntinda
SWAPO Party Youth League, SPYL, has described the current succession debate as premature and
unnecessary, especially when there is no vacancy in the Presidency as the new government has yet to be
sworn.
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By Levi Upula
Namibia’s only private university, the International University of Management, IUM, is growing by leaps and bounds
and has this year recorded its largest enrolment since its inception.
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SPYL Central Committee members with Acting Attorney General, Dr Albert Kawana. Photo by
Levi Upula.

